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We’re a small team of creatives bringing art, sculpture 
and spirit to paper. Considering each stem, sprout, and brush
stroke, our bouquets truly come alive from the love, detail,  
and the months we put into every design.

Design driven

It starts with a sketch

FreshCut Paper was created by renowned designer Peter Hewitt 
in 2020. Our team consists of a small group of passionate artists, 
designers and craftspeople who have come together to celebrate
 the art of flowers by creating intricate botanical & floral sculptures. 
Our life-sized pop-up floral bouquets consist of whimsical and 
breathtaking blooms that are wilt proof and crafted to last a lifetime. 
Our bouquets can be mailed with 4 forever postage stamps, 
connecting people around the globe, bringing messages 
of love and connection.



We’ve planted one million trees! 

Earth Friendly, Earth Forward 

 
For every order, we lay roots and plant a tree in Madagascar, one of
 the world's most biodiverse havens for rare species. These coastal 
shrubs help improve ocean health, and protect and stabilize communities 
and ecosystems from erosion and flooding.

enjoy our new collection!
We hope you

The spark of the idea came to founder Peter Hewitt after reading an article on the burden the 
international flower trade puts on the earth: Jet fuel, pesticides, plastic packaging, and ultimately 
landfills.

Hewitt’s goal is to bring the beauty of the botanical world to a loved one in a more sustainable 
and everlasting way, and to create a contemporary expression of  the spirit of flowers.

FreshCut Paper is committed to donating at least 1% 
of our total revenue to the preservation and restoration
of our natural environment

In addition to our environmental 
commitments, we also support 
World Central Kitchen in their 
humanitarian efforts in Ukraine and 
around the world.



The defining feature of poppies are their dancing stems. Elegant velvet
blooms complimented alongside blue jewel-like seed pods represent the 
flower's many stages of growth. Completed  with a glass vase inspired by 
Parisian teapots, this is a stunning display of grace and luxury.

Très chic...

French Poppies
Hues of tangerine, copper, and ruby reds, the poppy is symbolic of    

peace, remembrance, and luxury



Decorate this stunning buttercup topiary with a collection of ten 
vibrant butterflies. Displayed in an antique tin, this bouquet is 
sweet as honey!      

Butterflies
& Buttercups



Cactus Garden
Say hello to our very first house plant! 

Inspire your space...
We’re delighted to announce a brand new category here at FreshCut 
Paper: houseplants! This bountiful assortment  makes the perfect 
gift for dorm dwellers, plant lovers, coworkers, and friends alike. 
All the personality of a plant, without the upkeep! 

experience the grandeur of the desert 

     
.  



English Daffodils
A charming spring time classic, these delightful blooms are symbolic of   

       hope, healing, and fresh beginnings 

A FLOWER SHOP IN YOUR STORE



A timeless favorite... 
We received countless requests from customers asking for hydrangeas 
and we’re thrilled to announce that they’re finally here! A favorite around 
the office, we’re so excited to launch these treasured blooms and anticipate 
their popularity to be extraordinary!     
.  

Nantucket Hydrangeas
Inspired by the sea breeze and traditional basketry of Nantucket, this bouquet captures the 

essence and serenity of an oceanscape 



Display samples are $3.00 each

CACTUS GARDEN #3721 BUTTERFLIES & BUTTERCUPS
#3720

NANTUCKET HYDRANGEAS
#3719

FRENCH POPPIES #3722

New and in bloom!
Explore our latest botanical collection and transport yourself... 

to the garden!

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW



CHERRY BLOSSOMS #3716 PINK TULIPS #3702

SUNFLOWERS #3707 FESTIVE TULIPS #3714 RED ROSES #3712

ENGLISH DAFFODILS #3703

OPEN A FLOWER SHOP
in your store

NEW



Display samples are $3.00 each

 Our customers and team love FreshCut Paper! It's an easy way to send warmth, cheer
 and beauty to a patient, colleague at our hospital or to share with friends and family. Our
 store started out with a few styles and now we purchase every one for our growing display 
 including the new seasonal styles which we can’t wait to share with our customers!   

 -Teresa, Stanford Health Center 

“ 

#3709

LILIES & LUPINES #3710 FIELD OF DAISIES #3713 TROPICAL BLOOM #3708

BLUE BONNETS #3715 WHITE ROSES #3706



Comfortably display six cases at a time. Sits compactly on a shelf that is at least 12.5”
tall. Versitile design can be displayed stacked in a line, used in separate parts of your 
store, or on two shelves. 

WOODEN DISPLAY

#7907$20 for set of (2) 3 slotted displays
L 19 x W 6 x H 4.5 in

MARKET SINGLE TIN #7906
H 4 x W 21.5 x D 5.5”
$20 each 

GARDEN SINGLE TIN #9902
H 7 x W 12.5 x D 5.5”
$12 each

Please contact your rep to learn about introductory promotional packages for all of the displays.

RETAIL DISPLAYS



MARKET FLOOR DISPLAY #9915
H 76 x W 21.5 x D 22”
Double sided display include six long tins
and holds 12 cases of flowers
 
$120 when purchased separately

GARDEN FLOOR DISPLAY #9913
H 76 x W 12.5  x D 12.5”
Double sided display include six oval tins

 
$120 when purchased separately



Cherry Blossoms

Native to Japan, the soft pink sakura petals represent renewal 
and the wondrous beauty of nature. 

Always in bloom



SEND SOME LOVE 



Let’s chat!
Customer Service:
1-833-327-2737

sales@freshcutpaper.com
www.freshcutpaper.com

For complete terms and conditions, please visit: www.freshcutpaper.com/pages/wholesaleterms


